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Chapter 8     Tests of Statistical  
Hypothesis

8.6    Contingency Tables
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Heart Disease Variable: 
“Have the disease” or “Do not have the disease.”

Treatment Variable: 
“Placebo” or “Aspirin”.

30025050Total

15013614Aspirin

15011436Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Treatment

Heart Disease

Is there a relationship between Treatment 
and Heart Disease?
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Questions about the sample

Did this happen by chance?
How likely would it happen if there is no 
significant treatment effect?

Testing statistical hypotheses!
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30025050Total

15013614Aspirin

15011436Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Treatment

Heart Disease

Null hypothesis: There is no relationship between 
treatment variable and outcome variables.

Alternative hypothesis: There is relationship between 
treatment variable and outcome variables

30025050Total

150136  (125)14  (25)Aspirin

150114  (125)36  (25)Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Treatment

Heart Disease

Observed frequency Expected frequency
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Numbers in (..) :
(i,j)th cell expected freq. =  

Mi: i-th row total
Nj: j-th column total
T : grand total

T
N   M ji ×

Expected Frequency:
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Test statistic:  

χ2 =  (36 − 25)2/25 + (14 − 25)2/25
+ (114 − 125)2/125 + (136 − 125)2/125

30025050Total

150136  (125)14  (25)Aspirin

150114  (125)36  (25)Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Treatment

Heart Disease

Chi-square Test for Independence

=  11.616
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Test Statistic:

χ2 =    ∼ χ2 {(r−1)(c−1)}
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Under H0, χ2 has a chi-square distribution with (r−1)(c−1) 
degrees of freedom

Decision Rule:

Reject H0 If χ2 > χ2
α or p-value < α .

Cochran’s guidelines: (Large sample conditions)
• None of the expected cell counts less than 1.
• No more than 20% of the expected cell frequencies 

are less than 5.
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Decision Rule
p-value approach: 

Reject H0 if p-value < .05 

Critical Value approach: 
Reject H0 if the test statistic > χ2

α =3.84
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p-value
The probability of observing an 
evidence (statistic) that is at least as 
extreme as the observed sample 
evidence, if the null hypothesis is true.

C
χ2 =11.616

p-value = 0.00065
from SPSS

0

p-value for Chi-square score 10.83 is .001
p-value < .001 for this test.
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Decision (Conclusion)
Reject H0 since p-value < .001 < 0.05 and 
χ2 = 11.616 > χ2

α = 3.84.

There is sufficient evidence to support the 
alternative hypothesis that there is 
statistically significant association between 
treatment and heart disease.
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p-value
The smaller the p-value the stronger 
the evidence for rejecting the null 
hypothesis and supporting the 
alternative hypothesis.
The interpretation is similar for all 
statistical testing.
Sample size will affect p-value.

C
0 14

Relative Risk
Relative risk of getting heart disease for taking Placebo 
versus Aspirin is   (36/150) / (14/150) = 2.57

30025050Total

15013614Aspirin

15011436Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Treatment

Heart Disease
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724824Total

24204Placebo

24186Lithium

241014Desipramine

TotalYesNo

Relapse

Step 1:
Hypothesis:

H0:   There is NO relation between variable 1 (treatment)   
and variable 2 (outcome variables).

HA:   There is relation between two variables.

724824Total

2420 (16)4 (8)Placebo

2418 (16)6 (8)Lithium

2410 (16)14 (8)Desipramine

TotalYesNo

Relapse

Test the hypothesis at 5% level of sig.

16

Step 3:

d.f.= (3−1)(2−1) = 2   

C.V. approach:      Reject null hypothesis if χ2 > χ2
.05 = 5.99

p-value approach:  Reject null hypothesis if the p-value < α.

Step 4:

Conclusion: Since χ2 = 10.5 > χ2
.05 = 5.99 or χ2 = 10.5  > 

9.21, the p-value < 0.01 < 0.05. The relation between 
treatment and outcome variables is statistically significant.

Test Statistics: χ2 =
Step 2:
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10.5

0.001 < p-value < .01
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Example: Two independent random samples from two 
countries were collected.
Country A: 551 of 1500 adults were smokers.
Country B: 652 of 2000 adults were smokers.
At α = 0.05, test whether there is a significant 
difference between the percentages of smokers in 
country A and country B? 

350022971203Total
20001348652B
1500949551A
TotalNot SmokeSmoke
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Example:  Suppose we want to determine if people with a 
rare brain tumor are more likely to have been exposed to 
benzene than people without a brain tumor.  One 
experimental design used to answer this question.  First, 
we start with cases, people with a disease or condition 
(brain tumor) and find people who are as similar as 
possible but who do not have brain tumors.  Those people 
are called controls.

Outcome
Exposure Case Control Total

Yes 50 20 70
No 100 130 230

Total 150 150 300

At the level of significance α = 0.05, are “exposure to 
benzene” and “have brain tumors” independent?

20

Cautions

Confounding factors: race, age, …
Randomization, Design of experiment.
Use of regression or multiple 
contingency tables.

21

The Odds Ratio & Relative Risk
A method for estimating the effect of a risk factor.
Risk factor is a variable that is thought to be 
related to some outcome variable, and it may be 
a suspected cause of some specific state of this 
outcome variable.

nb + da + cTotal
c + ddcUnexposed
a + bbaExposed
TotalNo  Disease Disease Risk Factor

Outcome 

(a + b + c + d = n)
22

Relative Risk

nb + da + cTotal
c + ddcUnexposed
a + bbaExposed
TotalNo  DiseaseDiseaseRisk Factor

Outcome

Relative risk, RR, is a standard measure of strength of the 
exposure effect and is defined to be 
RR = P [disease | exposed]  /  P [disease | unexposed] 
and its estimate 

RO
bc
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bac
dca

dcc
baaRR ˆ
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When a and b are small relative to the values of c and d Odds 
Ratio is a good estimate of the relative risk.
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Example:  Suppose we conducted a prospective cohort 
study to investigate the effect of aspirin on heart disease.  
A group of patients who are at risk for a heart attack are 
randomly assigned to either a placebo or aspirin.  At the 
end of one year, the number of patients suffering a heart 
attack is recorded.

30025050Total
15013614Aspirin
15011436Placebo

TotalNo  −Yes   +Group

Heart Disease 

Relative risk =  (36/150)/(14/150) = 2.57
(The risk of a heart attack for people on placebo is twice 
that of people on aspirin.) 24

Odds Ratios

nb + da + cTotal
c + ddcUnexposed
a + bbaExposed
TotalNo  DiseaseDiseaseRisk Factor

Outcome

The odds of getting the disease, given that one has the exposure, 
are
O+ = P [disease  | exposed]  /  P [no disease | exposed] ,  
can be estimated by  [a/(a+b)]/[b/(a+b)]  or   a / b

The odds of getting the disease, given that one has no exposure, 
are
O− = P [disease | unexposed] /  P [no disease | unexposed] , 
can be estimated by   [c/(c+d)]/[d/(c+d)] or  c / d
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Odds Ratios

The odds ratio, OR, is then defined to be

and its estimate 

nb + da + cTotal

c + ddcUnexposed

a + bbaExposed

TotalNo  DiseaseDiseaseRisk Factor

Outcome
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Example:  Suppose we want to determine if people with a rare 
brain tumor are more likely to have been exposed to benzene than
people without a brain tumor.  One experimental design used to 
answer this question.  First, we start with cases, people with a
disease or condition (brain tumor) and find people who are as 
similar as possible but who do not have brain tumors.  Those 
people are called controls.

300150150Total
230130100No
702050Yes

TotalControl Case Exposure

Outcome 

Odds ratio = (50/20) / (100/130) = (50x130) / (20x100) = 3.25
(Is the odds ratio different from 1?)
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Simpson’s Paradox
Example: (City College Admissions)
Overall: Admission rate for men is higher than women.

560274286Total
20011288Women
360162198Men

TotalNo admitted Admitted

The Whole School

Men admitted = 55%
Women admitted = 44%
Sample OR of men versus women = (198)(112) / (162)(88) = 1.56 
In separate schools: Admission rate for women is higher than 
men.??? Lurking variable “schools”
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24019842Total
1209624Women
12010218Men

TotalNo admittedAdmitted

Business School

Men admitted = 15%,  Women admitted = 20%
Sample OR of men v.s. women = (18)(96) / (102)(24) = 0.71

32076244Total
801664Women

24060180Men

TotalNo admittedAdmitted

Law School

Men admitted = 75%,   Women admitted = 80%
Sample OR of men v.s. women = (180)(16) / (60)(64) = 0.75
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Results of a Smoking and Survival Study

Relationship between smoking habits and 20-year 
survival in 1314 women. 

502443Alive
230139Dead
NoYes

Smoking StatusSurvival Status

RR = (139/582)/(230/732) = .77
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Twenty-year survival status for 1314 women 
categorized by age and smoking habits at the time of 
the original survey.  

287147167327269Alive
1654252781319Dead

Non-
smoker

SmokerNon-
smoker

SmokerNon-
smoker

Smoker
above 6444-6418-44

Age Group (Years)
Survival 
Status

RR 18-44: (19/288)/(13/340) = 1.75
RR 44-64: (78/245)/(52/199) = 1.23
RR 64+:    (42/49)/(165/193) = 1.00


